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ABSTRACT
Spatio-temporal properties strongly influence a large proportion of multi-agent simulations (MAS) in their
application domains. Time-dependent simulations benefit from correct and time-sensitive input data that
match the current simulated time or offer the possibility to take into account previous simulation states in
their modelling perspective. In this paper, we present the concepts and semantics of data-driven simulations
with vector and raster data and extend them by a time dimension that applies at run-time within the
simulation execution or in conjunction with the definition of MAS models. We show that the semantics
consider the evolution of spatio-temporal objects with their temporal relationships between spatial entities.
1

INTRODUCTION

The significance and high utility of spatial and temporal data in decision-support are without question.
Crisis management, environmental management, and other areas of application of multi-agent simulation
scenarios demand feasible integration mechanism for vector and raster data objects, often in conjunction
with time-series.
Even in the event of so-called Temporal GIS (TGIS) systems (Worboys 1998), generic methodological
approaches for dealing with spatio-temporal data adequately are missing (Siabato et al. 2018). Our goal
within the scope of this paper is to derive a functional data model for dealing with spatio-temporal data
in multi-agent simulations. A significant part of that model has been implemented already within the
Multi-Agent Research and Simulation framework (MARS) (Glake et al. 2017; Weyl et al. 2018), and was
utilized in large-scale scenarios in Weyl et al. (2019), Berger et al. (2019) and Lenfers et al. (2018).
2

RELATED WORK

A TGIS aims to process, manage, and analyze spatio-temporal data. However, the capabilities of an
information system depend primarily on the design of its data models. Data models represent the conceptual
core of an information system; they define data object types, relationships, operations, and rules for
maintaining database integrity. A rigorous data model must anticipate spatio-temporal queries and analytical
methods for execution in the TGIS. Information about temporal structures must be represented by data
objects and made available for analysis in decision-making in multi-agent simulation by suitable concepts.
If a temporal GIS does not have a good data model, its support for temporal queries and temporal analysis
of phenomena is ineffective.
Previous GIS data models focus on representations of reality by static information. A given geographic
area is decomposed into a multiple individual layers as regular (raster) or irregular (vectors). Decoupled
layers object limit the GIS in representing dynamic information, such as transitions and movements. Raster
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cells encode attribute values at any given location without regard to the spatial properties of the subject they
represent. Geometrically indexed vector objects, on the other hand, force a segmentation of the entities
to be represented into separate layers when they interact in time or space. GIS requires a complete and
rigorous framework for modelling geographic data to overcome the difficulties of dealing with geographic
complexity, scale differences, generalization, and accuracy. The lack of data representation schemes to
integrate GIS data with models for spatio-temporal simulations is a significant deficit of current simulation
frameworks. However, several tools have already been proposed to query such related types. The STQL
(Erwig and Schneider 2002) is a query language and extension of relational SQL. Besides integrated spatial
operators, the focus here is on so-called temporal lifting operators as well as temporal selections and
aggregations. Temporal Lifting describes the query of an object at a given time, used within a sub-clause.
In contrast, the language SQLST works by using triangles as its base and integrates the specifications for
temporal GIS described by Worboys (1994). Each vector-geometry is therefore transformed into a respective
triangle representation and implements multiple spatial operations. Existing simulation frameworks like
NetLogo, Repast Symphony (North et al. 2013) and GAMA (Grignard et al. 2013) only support the use
of spatial data by extension. For example, GAMA offers, among other features, the capability to import
shapefiles and OSM files, in order to use them as the underlying simulation environment, consisting of
importing the file and defining a mapping of the attributes in the feature tables to the agents, denoted as
species. Repast provides a suitable GIS extension in order to perform spatial queries on the vector layer,
whereas NetLogo is supporting raster inputs as well. None of them supports a temporal dimension in the
input data processing. Users need to adapt their models in order to respect temporal changes in spatial
objects.
3

INTRODUCTION MARS FRAMEWORK

MARS provides an ecosystem for developing multi-agent simulations, based on the Modeling and Simulation
as a Service paradigm (Weyl et al. 2019). End-users can create their simulations in a variety of ways and
execute them directly on their machine or in the dedicated MARS cloud (Weyl et al. 2018). The system
is designed to serve in cloud-native environments, thereby scaling up the simulations and considering
update-intensive state management. Results are persisted in multiple databases or files, prepared used in
our visual analytics board or within a 3D visualization, introduced by Dalski et al. (2017).
This paper describes a new perspective integrated into our MARS-DSL modelling language (Glake
et al. 2017). The model considers two types of state updates seen in practice as well as geometric queries
restricted by temporal predicates, in which federated queries consider spatial- and temporal dimensions.
We make the following contributions:
•
•
•

4

(Section 4) We provide a detailed analysis of current challenges, considering temporal changes for
the spatial objects under the circumstances for multi-agent simulations.
(Section 4.3) Towards a meaningful data integration of spatio-temporal data, we define the conceptual
model formally as an abstract data type and required operations.
(Section 5.3) Spatial data management in the form of geographic layer is a well-known approach
handling raster- and vector-based data. In this respect, we propose temporal-raster and temporalvector layer approach, utilizing incremental updates and extending each data type by a temporal
dimension. Considering the implementation of models, we describe the integration of our approach
within our existing MARS DSL language.

SPATIO-TEMPORAL CHALLENGES

Changes of entity- and environment attributes are essential in order to become desirable emergent phenomenons, environmental updates, and changes in process mechanisms or just within the agent’s behaviour
logic (Xie et al. 2016). There are six major types of spatial or temporal changes which need to be considered
by a geographic-driven multi-agent simulation (Zhang et al. 2017):
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Type 1. Actions over space
Given a fixed time-point (e.g., a concrete simulation step) in which
a certain phenomenon occurs (e.g., environmental conditions as by weather) and may change the
characteristics of data objects over multiple locations or even globally, analysis is done by fixing time,
controlling attributes, and measuring location.
Type 2. Messages over space
Messages as like interactions between agents may contain their
location over time, analysis of them is done by fixing attribute set, measuring location and controlling
time.
Type 3. Attributes over time
Given a period in which attribute values (e.g., of the agent entities)
can change over time and space, analysis is done by fixing time, controlling locations, and measuring
attributes.
Type 4. Actions over time
Multiple actions can happen for a fixed given location (e.g., read and
write actions for agents) and may change over time, analysis in the model are done by fixing location,
controlling attributes, and the measuring time.
Type 5. Messages over time
Given event where its characteristics or processes may change at sites
through time, analysis is done by fixing attributes, controlling locations, and measuring time.
Type 6. Area over space and time
Given an area where attributes may change over time and
changes over space, analysis is done by fixing the attribute set, measuring time-period and restricting
the environment.
The value changes in actions over time can be stored using a traditional event source, transactional
log or any history mechanism. While changes in attribute over time and area over space time are made
directly to associated attributes or geometric structures, the action actions over space considers changes in
static spatial information. Especially densely distributed information such as substance measurements and
interpolations, e.g., the temperature measurements or the distribution of substances in water. While such
temporal courses in geography are mostly represented by heat and isarithmic (Ratti and Richens 2004),
chloropleth (Tennekes 2018) or dasymetric maps (Jia and Gaughan 2016) for simplified processing, in
previous GIS systems these vector- and raster-maps are switched on of off, depending on the time interval
(Siabato et al. 2018).
4.1 Temporal Changes
Temporal changes occur at different points in time or periods and are recognized by the fact that spatial
properties or the location are changing. Two types of temporal changes have to be distinguished for
multi-agent simulations, the movement of objects, and the evolution of them over time. Evolution refers to
changes that occur as a result of events or agent processes or their interaction with their environment (Siabato
et al. 2018). Figure 1 shows Storms which are often related to a limited location in the simulated world
and can be broken down into individual processes such as rainfall, strong winds, and hail. These individual
actions affect subsets of spatial entities and have a transitive influence through their interrelationships
(Zhang et al. 2017). For example, simulated precipitation in a particular region causes a changed water
level in which affections lead to flooding or low tide (Mehrotra and Sharma 2009). All action-changes are
decomposed over different points in time when they occur. Related to the TGIS model, area over space
time is the development of a type of processes or events, semantically objects by two sets of temporal
objects. Comparisons are made between the two sets of spatial and temporal objects to show how a process
evolves its attributes, temporal properties, and spatial characteristics in the two sets of time series (Bettini
et al. 2000).
Movement concerns the journey of an event or entity from one location to another. The event or
entity may or may not be associated with spatial characteristics other than the location. For example,
the movements within a city-simulation, in which drivers move along a pre-defined route. The changes
denote a single event or process. They can be represented by linking a semantic object to a set of temporal
objects and then to a set of spatial objects to show the movement of that event during the period consisting
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Figure 1: Example temporal change with evolution 4 and move 4 of spatial objects over time from one
location to another.
of those temporal objects. Multiple subtypes for temporal changes result from combining the attribute-,
morphology- and topology-change (Shekhar et al. 2015).
4.2 Spatial Changes
Spatial changes refer to spatial variations at a certain point in time or in a period in which comparisons
between two or more sites are made using data from the same vintage (Worboys 1998). These changes
can be classified as static or transitional, in which the static changes concerns variations of geographical
influences for a particular snapshot. In contrast, transitional changes do compare modifications of actions
or processes at different locations, e.g., the ecological effects of low tides and flood on a static area, which
will not change its location but their water level (Siabato et al. 2018).
Transitional changes describe the variations of spatial properties for a given process or action (Zhang
et al. 2017). These changes can be represented by links from temporal objects to spatial objects, in
which three parameters are responsible for measuring the spatial changes: duration, continuity, and their
attributes. For instance, figure 2 examines the urbanization process of a town in which temporary changes
occur by extending the location from one time-point to another.
4.3 Conceptual Modeling
States and changes of these states are one of the essential aspects of spatio-temporal data management
for the recognition of causal relationships between processes that sometimes have different effects. The
aim is to answer appropriate location- and time-dependent questions with the given TGIS and to draw
result-oriented conclusions (for example, the effects of nearby construction measures in coastal areas).
For simulations, three basic questions arise What happened in an area? What has happened to the area?
How do we know that something has happened? According to Worboys (1998), three components can
be identified, states, processes or actions and evidence: States describe the distribution of objects either
represented as a snapshot for a geometric object in time or in a space-time composite with included changes.
Processes and actions cause changes in the entities themselves over time (e.g., in the case of urbanization
of a city). They occur not arbitrary but are evidenced and observed, e.g., it must be ensured that we identify
changes as such and that they can be recorded for the simulation as a result.
Furthermore, TGIS data models have to take into account the behaviour of phenomena. Until now,
the physical processes of natural phenomena have been neglected in the development of conventional GIS
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Figure 2: Example spatial change with static mesasge over space and transitional area over space effects
on actions and their change of their spatial characteristics.
data models. The basic concept in conventional GIS data models is the location. Basic GIS units are
spatial objects such as points, lines, polygons and cells and their fixed attributes. Spatial relationships or
interactions are limited to being in the same location, in proximity, or to forming relations over sets.
In contrast, natural processes such as specific interactions between individuals and their dynamics, as
well as the transformation and translocation of defined system saturates, are modelled. The current GIS
extensions for multi-agent simulation is not able to fully support the spatio-temporal modelling of these
processes. TGIS should support both location-based analyses, such as the changes of areas or locations
as service providers, process-based changes, in the case of the described urbanization or the outbreak
of a pandemic (Yergens et al. 2006). The difficulty is that many GIS constructs are developed from
the perspective of the structures of spatial data to be provided and do not take into account semantic
considerations that can reveal new domain knowledge. For example, the extensive view of a pandemic is
more effective by taking into account the cause of the disease, the places of contamination and the spread
of the pandemic itself, than only the previously infected areas. That makes it necessary to model these
types with their states, events, and processes as an extending construct in a temporal GIS in order to be
able to process and query them. Beyond this scope, the semantic analysis of actions within the simulation
in terms of their characteristics and behaviour is crucial to determine a set of high-level spatio-temporal
constructs to be incorporated into multi-agent simulations. That brings all sub-components to an entirely
constructed entity together as exemplary the modelling of a road network for urban simulations, in which
a sequence of independent line segments is modelled. These make it difficult to access the whole road
itself, instead of processing each sub-road segment.
5

SPATIO-TEMPORAL MODEL

The proposed data model manages both spatial and temporal information and extends the concept of both
vector and raster data by a type-parametric modelling extension concept on attribute level, allowing data
objects within the agent model to access and manage (spatial-)model states over time. For this, we use the
ODMG (Cattell et al. 2000) type system with its specification of spatial data and the well-known raster
model. Time-based information is following the valid dimension according to Bettini et al. (2000) and can
be used in multiple time dimensionality levels. For multi-agent simulations, moving objects are of great
relevance, just as the changes of maps over time described in section 4 are managed.
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5.1 Spatio-Temporal Entities
Multi-agent systems use entities to map their respective thematic field. They are based on the principle of
entity types, whose instances are bound to a life cycle and are created, modified, and later removed by
the simulation system. To illustrate our proposed model in more detail, we describe entities as a class of
objects of the same type Et for entity type with Et(A1 : D1 , ..., An : DN ) where Ai is any attribute and Di ⊆ D
represents the respective value domain of all possible domains D. The domain stores both primitive data
types, including strings, integer, real, booleans restricted only by the MARS DSL type system, denoted as
ψ ⊆ D, but can also contain more complex subtypes, encapsulated as independent abstract data types (ADT).
Due to this abstraction, we can define both the spatial and temporal domain with their own comprehensive
set of operations and predicates (Ong et al. 1983).
The spatial domain S ⊆ D as an abstract data type for an Ai : S, which consists of the known objects
of lines, polygons, points and cells and which gives an entity its location reference. The temporal domain
T ⊆ D with a Ai : T and T (Vt , Tt , Dt , Lt Np ) describes the temporal property of the entity using tri-temporal
semantics from temporal databases (Dylla et al. 2013). Here Vt describes the validity time as the point in
time or period when a state is valid in the simulation. On the other hand, Tt is the transaction time as the
time when a state was actually considered a simulation result, and Dt is the decision time when a decision
for action was made. Tt is automatically restricted to never referring to the future. Dt can change in the
past, but not in the future.
When linking each version of an entity to preserve the spatial and temporal changes, there is inevitably
some additional information to consider. The extending ADT of changes V (Np , L p ) describes the set of all
version changes an entity undergoes. Np describes the follow-up action, while L p describes the previous
action that created the entity and replaced the previous one. For a concrete et : Et (A1 : D1 , ..., An : Dn ) from
the domain this is extended for simulation in that et ⊆ D1 × D2 × ... × Dn ... × Tx × Sy ×Vz applies. Thus,
the mapping of any spatial and temporal change concerning V allows forming for each validity period Vt to
continue to capture the period when an entity is in a particular version. The entire life span of the entity can
also be obtained by the accumulation of subsequent versions. Successive versions of an object can refer to
the same spatial properties when changes to the domain take effect, or they can refer to the same subject
data when the spatial properties change. This specialization allows asynchronous value changes of the
same object within the subject domain or space without mutual influence. A snapshot of a simulation state
is still possible using the validity time Vt and the individual lifetime. By using different time granularity,
multiple time scales are possible for the same step-based or real-time simulation. Examples of granularity
are seconds, minutes, days, years. For the step-based simulation scenario, we assume the time domain is
a discrete set of times, which are related to the defined time decomposition.
5.2 Spatio-Temporal Operators
From a modelling perspective, we will not propose a whole new modelling interface, but to extend our
accepted MARS DSL In order to close the gap of integrating time-related data into multi-agent modelling,
we extend our MARS DSL by those abstract data types and utilize it within our MARS run-time system.
The language provides native agent-based concepts, with restricted type-system and expression language.
Types are defined in an object-oriented manner and are encapsulated as an entity meta type from the
expressions semantics processing them. Figure 3 shows an example of the layer and agent definition,
extended by the temporal dimension for each affected attribute.
Within the description, both raster and vector layers are differentiated through an independent meta-type
and the explicit geometry (point, line, region) is expected for the parameterizable vector layer. Since a
cell is always used as the underlying geometry for the raster, this definition is not required here. Each
attribute describes statically, its temporal granularity level, when a change is expected, with regard to the
input configuration of ∆t (e.g., ∆t = 2 and oxidevalue : realdays means each two days). The fine-grained
distinction is only necessary if a complete layer change is not to take place, as described in section 5.3.
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raster-layer TemperatureRaster as temperature {
var temperatureValue : real<hours>
}
vector-layer RiverVector<line> as rivers {
var waterLevel : real<hours>
}
vector-layer POILayer<point> as points {
var service : string<days>;
}
vector-layer LanduseVector<region> as landuse {
var code : integer;
}
Figure 3: Example layer model definition with temporal change of selected attributes.
To access the time-dimension within the model, we use our existing simtime concept and extend it to map
each layer- and agent-entity to their historical versions, what then be used by each sub-clause in the model.
The time mapping for these entities is defined as a mapping simtime : Et → τ × {Etτ } restricted by the fact
that ∀e ∈ Et : e ∈ Etτ applies.
As it has been discussed in Worboys (1994), an important requirement for spatio-temporal models
is the support for temporal operators. As we use the tri-temporal semantics for entities, as mentioned
before in section 5.1, we use Allen’s interval logic (Allen 1983) for our model, in order to build joins
between temporal data object over the specified relationships. The interval-based temporal logic is defined
as follows: Let R be the real line. A temporal interval τ is defined as an ordered pair of time points, with
start and endpoint [start, end] ∈ R × R and that start ≤ end. The interval limits are denoted as Istart and
Iend . Allen showed a set of relations applicable to them. These are overlap, precede, contain, equal, meet
and intersect operators. Since the interval is a set of ordered and continuous points, sets are the base for
interval-oriented reasoning, in which results coming from the simtime are always set of versioned entities.
In contrast to the single interval operator, for spatial-object we consider the topological operations
specified by OpenGIS, which encompass the equal, disjoint, intersect, touch, cross, inside, within, overlap
and relate operators and which are mostly implemented by our MARS DSL. The only metric operators
we use is the distance with Haversine calculation for geographic data, or euclidean distance when no GIS
functionality is used.
5.3 Temporal Layer Modeling
As mentioned in section 3, our approach is based on the principles of GIS layer, in which we integrate the
different individual data sets by overlapping them according to their shared geographic coordinate. The
definition of a time dimension requires to fix restrictions via the MARS DSL type system. Each associated
type of an attribute within an entity type receives a temporal parameterizable version in which the time
dimension is entered. We define a type as parameterizable ψ < Td > including the desired time dimension
τD = {seconds, minutes, days, ..., years} with Td ∈ τD for which we have the time period to decide when
these attributes shall be changed.
In the implementing model, we distinguish between raster 5.3.1 and vector 5.3.2 formats and use a
file-based approach with an evolution process to retrieve changes for spatial objects.
5.3.1 Temporal Raster-Layer
Since the standard raster type system (Tennekes 2018) does not support time, we extended this by interrogating
time for raster and vector-based data. Raster layers are constructed according to the Space-Time-Composites
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(STC) model, already introduced in Ratti and Richens (2004), where the layer for the data source to be
addressed, is defined in the concept model. From the outside, the respective source is used in the query. As
shown in figure 4, the STC model represents the world as a set of spatially homogeneous and temporally
uniform objects in a 2D space. Each space-time composite has its unique temporal progression of attribute
changes. Space-time composites can be derived by temporal overlays of time-stamped layers (snapshots)
without explicit relations among them (Siabato et al. 2018). The space-time composite conceptually
describes the change of a spatial object over time, in which changes are captures in four ways. The write
directly sets the value at cell (x, y) from the next Ti+1 input raster. That is done in the following situations:
The previous raster cell Ti contains a no data flag; the change is defined explicitly in the metadata description.
The remove change considers the deletion of value from raster when the cell contains a NO-DATA-VALUE
flag. And, while the increment considers positive update on a raster cell, the decrement captures negative
ones. Recording of attribute changes is done at discrete simulation time-points, although the temporal
resolution is not highly precise. Therefore the STC model can keep temporality within the most generalized
units of an attribute, space and time.

11

Figure 4: Space-time sparse grid with transition metadata description.
Considering retainment in terms of the number of cells or their extent, MARS applies a transition function
θ : N × N → R × {true, f alse}. This function localizes changes and their changing type, occurred since
the last object version. This incremental approach avoids a re-indexing step of each ST unit. Restructured
raster file needs completely to be re-imported, otherwise, including new index creation and read from the
source. The result collection for raster files is processed similar to the import. For each cell c ∈ Ri the δ is
collected by the result-adapter, binding them to a complete snapshot, and stored by a sparse-matrix, which
delegated to the desired target output (Dalski et al. 2017)
Showing the temporal raster within the model, we use the example urban model defined in figure 3.
Within such models, the raster can be used as any other data-layer, accessed by their alias instance or type.
The temporal extension considers the mapping of each data object, using the existing simtime concept,
described in Glake et al. (2017), where the actual simulation step is inferred previously and applied now
onto the spatial object. It returns the raster cell history, in order to answer questions such as “How to find
a temperature cell on the raster, which is warm enough in the wintertime to move on?”
Figure 5 shows an example for such an action. The action moves the selected agent entity by 100
length units, along the target vector, resolved by the query for a cell whose temperaturevalue is within the
monthly time range of [10..2]. Another option is to build aggregates over the raster. The explore concept
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move entity 100 to nearest on TemperatureRaster where [
it => it.temperatureValue > 20.0 and
Time.Month(simtime(it)) => 10
and Time.Month(simtime(it)) <= 2
]
Figure 5: Example time-related nearest query for a raster-cell filtered by a condition.
allows us to query multiple cells in a circle, applying the respective aggregate function. Figure 6 shows
the aggregation over the raster to get the average temperature within a radius over the last two days.
select avg(*) from simtime(
nearest on TemperatureRaster where [
cell => cell contains #(xcor,ycor)
]
)
Figure 6: Example reading and aggregating a raster cell over time by using explore.
This query gets each existing value, not marked as NO-DATA-VALUE, at the current position of an
agent entity (xcor, ycor) and applies the avg(...) function over this time series. For simplicity we could
also write select avg(*) from simtime(temperature.Read(xcor, ycor)) in which we access a limited set of
functions provided by the raster alias temperature.
5.3.2 Temporal Vector-Layer
In addition to the known raster format, more common spatial structures such as points, lines, and regions
(polygons) are available. The temporal vector-layer defines the time dimension in two different ways. In
addition to the temporal vector model itself, the MARS DSL is extending this processing with multiple
query concepts to integrate the new time-dimension into the modelling process. The temporal vector-layer
is extended by the time dimension similar to the temporal raster in section 5.3.1. Both file exchange and
daily index generation are always possible at run-time. In contrast to the linkage of multiple raster maps
by a time-series, the time stamp, and multiple versions are managed on attribute level in the associated
attribute table. Therefore, the attribute table marks the valid Vt by a respective column.
To illustrate these changes, figure 7 shows the operations currently supported for vector geometry.
Besides the change of the whole layer input according to the actual simulation time and the required
recreation of the index afterwards, we extend this approach by only change affected data objects. Since
the movement of an object is crucial for mobility simulation, the move operation takes an input target
vector and changes the position within the environment, considering collision checks, e.g., with a river. In
contrast, the posat performs a direct re-positioning of the entity at the desired location. The action prevents
intermediates checks of the path towards the target in the form a line. The expand and contract operators
use the vector-geometry of regions to shrink or grow this site, e.g., the flood is coming. In order to create
new objects, the split with their reverse function merge are provided to change the structure of the regions.
In contrast, the spawn and kill can be used to create and destroy spatial agent entities in the simulation
environment.
Movement actions can be defined as shown in figure 8 to solve the problem: How to move an entity,
by distance towards a destination, during a specific-time-period and where an obstacle restricts the path?
The agent is using the nearest query, providing a kNN-query to get the target position. This example shows
the problem of set-based results instead of a single target coordinate. Therefore we infer the most recent
data object.
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Figure 7: Vector model spatio-temporal transitions for regions (R), agents (A) and points (P).

move 10 to nearest on POILayer where
[it => return it[’work’] === "work" ]
not intersects with River where
[it => Math.Hour(simtime(it)) <= 7]
Figure 8: Example move of an agent entity restricted by past obstacles.
We encompass the most well-known types by integrating them into our agent environment and definition
set as shown in figure 9. An ordered set of points with distinct start- and endpoint implements the lines.
Moreover, each region consists of an ordered set of points linking the start and endpoint. Separate index
structures implement points and lines and are used to retrieve the nearest geometries or all within a geometric
shape. The so-called Spatial Graph Environment (SGE), introduced in Weyl et al. (2018) and optimized
in Weyl et al. (2019), imports line- and point-geometries into a graph structure. The SGE allows agents to
move entities along edges concerning obstacles ahead and preventing collisions with other ones. Relational
tables, sparse-matrix with Kd-trees for kNN-point query and quad-tree for shape-related queries are used
as the data-source and index structure.
vector-layer RoadLayer<line> as roads
agent CarDriver on RoadLayer {
external var identity : integer
external var profile : DrivingProfile
external var action : DayplanAction
observe var velocity : real<seconds>
observe var acceleration : real<seconds>
tick { ... }
}
Figure 9: Definition of agent type with layer relationship and input/output variables.
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In addition to aggregate over raster layer in section 5.3.1, the same operations can be applied on vector
as well. As an example, getting the accumulated water level of the river within a recurring time and crossing
any agent entity movement, the query showed in figure 10 can be used.
( select avg(waterLevel) from explore on RiverVector where [it =>
Time.Hour(simtime(it)) intersects explore LanduseLayer where [land =>
not land.restricted and land["type"] == "industry"
]
])
Figure 10: Vector sum aggregation over time for each river in time period [12h:15h] and overlapping an
industry area.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a spatio-temporal data model and their extension in our MARS DSL, to satisfy the
problem in closing the gap between temporal and spatial data in multi-agent simulations. Therefore, known
problems in the field of temporal GIS were examined, which revealed that not only the snapshot for a single
object version is relevant, but also the intermediate actions that led to it. As a result, causal relationships
can be resolved, both in terms of domains and spatial structures. These conditions make it necessary to
represent processes as well as spatial properties. The presented semantics allows a homogeneous inclusion
of spatio-temporal processes and entities into the own modelling perspective. Extensions were integrated as
ADT’s and be shown how temporal selections and joins are possible on different granularity levels. Based
on the importance of querying changes in spatial objects, we have used a temporal versioning mapping, to
show how this affects the model.
Further research perspectives include specifying spatio-temporal operators to interact with the database
itself and not only with the current and past model state. Spatio-temporal process analysis may also be
extended by integrating non-spatial processes related to geographic phenomena (e.g., non-spatial successions
or permutations). The evaluation with real-word cases is essential, and besides functionality, also the operator
performance has to take into account. A multi-modal simulation to investigate mobility-related problems
for the City of Hamburg is, therefore, currently under development.
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